Dear Australian Citizens,

If You really do care about the fauna of our planet; view these, less than one minute, videos.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lb6VeMaXy8
And
https://youtu.be/ICLXQN_lURk
You can deceive people by lying to them, but you cannot fake a moving image. [Editor’s note: unless
you have advanced holographic and video editing facilities such as were used for 911.]
You just need to follow the money trail from our pockets into those of, what the evidence indicates,
are corporate criminals and malfeasant politicians. There is an explanation for the unexplained,
unprecedented rise in our electricity costs.
The evidence shows that the same Federal Minister who presided over the climate change scam now
presides over the COVID19 scam. Here is the evidence of the scam. The link below shows the PCR
test is totally unreliable and produces numerous false-positive results.
https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/immune-cells-common-cold-may-recognizesars-cov-2. (Word search on ‘previous studies have reported that 20–50% of people who hadn’t been
exposed to SARS-CoV-2 showed T cell responses against different parts of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.)
And
“We have now proven that, in some people, pre-existing T cell memory against common cold
coronaviruses can cross-recognize SARS-CoV-2, down to the exact molecular structures,”
Dear fellow Australians, once again, you just need to follow the money trail to malfeasant public
officers and their big pharmaceutical buddies to find the answer to the pseudo-mandatory vaccine for
a respiratory condition that history will show is less lethal than the endemic seasonal flu.
Respectfully Yours
Drs Judy Ryan and Marjorie Curtis
Any questions you may have should be directed to these ‘stakeholders’.
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The following address from Malcolm Roberts, Senator for Queensland, Australia, explains the
current issues inflicted on its citizen by Australian governments: https://rumble.com/vz3h91-werecoming-for-you-malcolm-roberts-throws-down-against-government-covid-cr.html

